
 
Thank you for choosing to be part of The Summit Project!  For a year now, we've been collecting 
stories and stones that uniquely represent our fallen Maine heroes and have allowed the 
communities they died for to honor them and remember them through action. We are honored 
that you wish to be part of this living memorial! 
 
There are SIX "rules" to follow if you wish to be a volunteer of The Summit Project. 
 
1.  LOGISTICS.  Bottom line – If you take a stone, we need it back.   
 
2.  BEAR THE WEIGHT.  You must promise to treat the stone with reverence and respect.  It is 
not a prop, but not a headstone either.  It is a living symbol of that person and represents the best 
in them.  Each surviving family has carefully selected that stone and donated it to The Summit 
Project.  They represent the fallen.  They are irreplaceable. During your journey, you must 
physically carry the stone, under your human power over some distance over ground, however 
short, however long.  You have to feel the weight and mass of the stone. When that stone gets 
heavy, think about the fallen and his/her family.  It is not about you.  By doing so, you will 
appreciate the sacrifice of these heroes and the sacrifice of their families. This project is very 
powerful and metaphorical in that way.  This is how you become part of the living memorial.  You 
WILL be forever touched by their lives and their sacrifice. 
 
3.  GAIN KNOWLEDGE.  You have to learn as much as you can about the fallen hero who is 
represented by the stone you will carry.   At a minimum you must memorize his/her name, rank, 
branch of service and hometown.  You promise to watch the video on our website and learn even 
more about that hero.  Learn as much as you can.   You will try to find a way that his/her life can 
relate to yours and the lives of others you know.  
 
4.  DELIVERABLE TO ME.  Unless we provide this support, you must take a few pictures of 
yourself holding the stone through the journey.  Let the photos tell the story of what you did and 
where you went.   At a minimum, I need one very good pic of you holding the stone, at the final 
destination, but you can send as many as you like.  I need you to send me those pictures 
electronically if possible, and describe the setting in detail with dates, names, etc.  Be as 
descriptive as possible.  I would like your permission to post on my website. 
 
5.  DELIVERABLE TO THE FAMILY. At the end of your journey, and when you are mission 
complete, I will respectfully ask that you write a short letter or otherwise communicate with the 
surviving family.  I need you to give me your word that you WILL communicate your experience 
with them and tell them what this project meant to you -- because it will have tremendous 
meaning to them.   Half a page letter will work, be sincere, be genuine. Talk about carrying the 
stone. Tell them thank-you and that their loved one is NOT forgotten.   I will provide their address.  
This is one of the most powerful aspects of The Summit Project and ensures their memory 
endures. 
 
6.  SPREAD THE WORD / SUPPORT THE SUMMIT PROJECT.  Finally you promise to tell 
others about The Summit Project and how we, in a unique and dignified way, honor and sustain 
the memories of our fallen heroes from Maine.  No other project does what we do.  You can like 
us on FB, you can pass out some flyers.  You can tell family and friends, you can give your 
financial or organizational support.   This project is purely operated by volunteers.  Just do what 
you can to spread The Summit Project to others you know.  Maybe they want to carry a stone on 
the next activity.   That is what makes The Summit Project a living memorial – it’s a sacred honor. 
Thank you.  Maine heroes are NOT forgotten.  
 
      David J. Cote 
      Founder – The Summit Project 
      Memorial Day - 2014 
	  


